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Summary

This study aimed to validate
a commercially available
software for MR to synthetic
computed tomography (CT)
conversion for use in an
MRI-only prostate external
radiation therapy workflow.
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Purpose: To validate the dosimetric accuracy and clinical robustness of a commer-
cially available software for magnetic resonance (MR) to synthetic computed
tomography (sCT) conversion, in an MR imagingeonly workflow for 170 prostate
cancer patients.
Methods and Materials: The 4 participating centers had MriPlanner (Spectronic
Medical), an atlas-based sCT generation software, installed as a cloud-based service.
A T2-weighted MR sequence, covering the body contour, was added to the clinical
protocol. The MR images were sent from the MR scanner workstation to the
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A multicenter study design

was used to compare CT-
based treatment plans with
recalculated synthetic CT
plans for 170 prostate cancer
patients. The software was
found to be robust for a va-
riety of field strengths, ven-
dors, and treatment
techniques.
MriPlanner platform. The sCT was automatically returned to the treatment planning
system. Four MR scanners and 2 magnetic field strengths were included in the study.
For each patient, a CT-treatment plan was created and approved according to clinical
practice. The sCT was rigidly registered to the CT, and the clinical treatment plan
was recalculated on the sCT. The dose distributions from the CT plan and the
sCT plan were compared according to a set of dose-volume histogram parameters
and gamma evaluation. Treatment techniques included volumetric modulated arc
therapy, intensity modulated radiation therapy, and conventional treatment using 2
treatment planning systems and different dose calculation algorithms.
Results: The overall (multicenter/multivendor) mean dose differences between sCT
and CT dose distributions were below 0.3% for all evaluated organs and targets.
Gamma evaluation showed a mean pass rate of 99.12% (0.63%, 1 SD) in the
complete body volume and 99.97% (0.13%, 1 SD) in the planning target volume
using a 2%/2-mm global gamma criteria.
Conclusions: Results of the study show that the sCT conversion method can be used
clinically, with minimal differences between sCT and CT dose distributions for
target and relevant organs at risk. The small differences seen are consistent between
centers, indicating that an MR imagingeonly workflow using MriPlanner is robust
for a variety of field strengths, vendors, and treatment techniques. � 2017 The Au-
thor(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-
NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Introduction

The limited soft tissue contrast of computed tomography
(CT) images makes definition of the target and organs at
risk (OARs) difficult for radiation therapy treatment
planning. This has led to the widespread introduction of
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) into radiation therapy
clinics during recent years (1). Magnetic resonance imaging
exhibits excellent soft tissue contrast and has been shown to
increase accuracy in target definitions for several tumor
sites, as well as to add value to the delineation of OARs
(2-6). Although MR images have an important role in the
delineation process, CT imaging has retained its position as
the imaging modality of choice for the treatment planning
process (dose calculation and generation of images for
patient positioning). This is mainly attributed to the high
geometric accuracy of CT and its unique relationship to the
attenuation of the imaged tissue, which is needed for
inhomogeneity-corrected dose calculations. To accomplish
this multimodal approach of treatment preparation, image
registration has been widely used to transfer MR-based
treatment volumes to the CT images used for treatment
planning.

There are, however, several disadvantages with this
workflow. The cost of using multiple imaging modalities in
the preparation steps of radiation therapy is not insignifi-
cant, and the geometric uncertainty associated with the
co-registration of MR and CT images acquired at different
time points and at different imaging devices may be sig-
nificant. In absolute numbers the uncertainties in CT-MR
registration has been estimated to be 2 mm (1 SD) (7).
Systematic registration errors will propagate through the
treatment planning process and cause a systematic error
that will persist throughout the entire treatment. In contrast
to random errors, such as those introduced by day-to-day
positioning, the systematic errors are more serious and
could lead to a displacement of the dose distribution (8).
This has led several groups to investigate the possibilities of
using MRI only for both delineations and treatment plan-
ning, under the assumption that the uncertainty in the
identification of the markers based on MR data will be
smaller than the uncertainty in the co-registration between
CT and MR.

To allow dose calculations based on MRI, methods have
been developed to convert MR images to images similar to
CT, often denoted as synthetic CT (sCT) images. Several
methods have been proposed: (1) direct conversion of pixel
values using specialized sequences, such as ultra-short echo
time imaging in combination with other sequences (9-11);
(2) population atlas techniques, which use deformable
image registration to warp a label image to an MR image
(12-15); or (3) a voxel-based affine registration approach
(16). Further, manual and semi-manual segmentation
techniques to divide an MR image into tissue classes that
are assigned electron densities exist (17-20). All of these
techniques have shown promising results, with point or
mean dose deviations to the target in the vicinity of 1%.
These studies have often been limited in terms of size of the
patient cohorts and are mostly single-center studies, with a
single scanner and field strength, using in-house-developed
software. This has limited the widespread adoption of
MRI-only treatment planning.

In this MR-Only Prostate External RAdiotherapy (MR-
OPERA) study, the aim was to verify the dosimetric accuracy
and robustness to clinical input data of a commercially avail-
able software forMRto sCTconversionof themale pelvis.The

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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atlas-based generation algorithm used in the software has
previously been described (21). The study included 170 pa-
tients from 4 different university hospitals in Sweden, using
different MR vendors and field strengths.

Methods and Materials

Patients

From October 2015 to June 2016, a total of 170 consecutive
patients were included in a non-interventional, prospective,
multicenter study, approved by the Umeå Regional ethics
review board. Inclusion criteria were patients referred to MR
and CT imaging before prostate radiation therapy. No height,
weight, or age restrictions were imposed; however, patients
with large surgical implants such as hip prosthesis were not
eligible. Study participation did not affect the prescribed
treatment, because the doses were recalculated to simulate
MRI-only treatment.

Imaging

The conversion software used in the study required a
T2-weighted MR image with large field of view (FOV),
covering the entire patient contour, with sufficient coverage
for treatment planning in the cranio-caudal direction. Further,
the sequence was required to be corrected for geometric
distortions and acquired with sufficient bandwidth to limit
the impact of these. Such sequence was added to the standard
protocol consisting of target and marker localization
sequences (scan time 30-45 minutes). The study sequence
was limited to approximately 5 minutes. All centers imaged
the patients in treatment position on both CT and MR, using
a flat tabletop and immobilization with ankle and knee
support. Magnetic resonance and CT imaging parameters are
specified in Tables 1 and 2. The RF (radiofrequency) coils,
18-channel body 18 long (used for the 2 Siemens scanners)
and 16-channel GEM Anterior Array (used for the 2 GE
scanners), were centered over the symphysis on a stiff coil
bridge. Quality assurance of the MR scanners was performed
according to local practice at each center.

sCT generation and treatment planning

The algorithm used in the conversion software MriPlanner
(Spectronic Medical, Helsingborg, Sweden) has previously
Table 1 Imaging devices used at all centers

Center (no. of patients) CT scanner

Center 1 (68) Siemens Somatom Definition ASþ
Center 2 (54) Philips Brilliance Big Bore
Center 3 (42) Toshiba Aquilion LB
Center 4 (6) Siemens Somatom Definition ASþ o

Abbreviations: MR Z magnetic resonance; PET Z positron emission tomo
been described (21). The algorithm is based on an auto-
mated atlas-based conversion method that requires
T2-weighted MR images for sCT generation. Since the
previous publication the software has been updated with a
new training data set, acquired at a single center. In practice
the software integrates into the clinical workflow by
configuring a Digital Imaging in Communications and
Medicine (DICOM) node within the hospital, which
receives and anonymizes patient data and generates a key.
The anonymized patient data is then automatically uploa-
ded to a cloud-based conversion service, which generates
the sCT and returns it to the DICOM node. The patient
information is restored using the previously generated key,
and the sCT is automatically returned to the radiation
therapy department for treatment planning.

Onemodification of theMriPlanner workflowwas needed
for this study: the CTwas also uploaded to the cloud service
so that the generated sCT could be rigidly registered ac-
cording to bony anatomy to the CT before replanning. The
sCT was returned with the same resolution as the CT. This
additional step was needed to account for patient rotations
between MR and CT. A simple treatment planning isocenter
translation would result in a rotated dose distribution, which
would limit the possibility of accurate comparisons.

A CT-based treatment plan was created according to
clinical practice at each clinic (for technical details see
Table 3). The CT plan was transferred to the rigidly
registered sCT, and the dose was recalculated, resulting in 2
plans with identical beam setup. Target volumes and OARs
were transferred from the CT to the sCT, whereas separate
external contours were created for the CT and sCT images.
Evaluation

The dose-volume histogram (DVH) evaluation was carried
out in CERR (version 4.6), a computational environment
for radiation therapy research (22), between the original CT
plan and the recalculated sCT plan, using the resulting dose
matrices and CT structures. The protocol from the con-
ventional arm in the Swedish multicenter phase 3 study of
hypo-fractionated radiation therapy of intermediate-risk
localized prostate cancer (23) was used as a reference for
the dose-volume criteria to be evaluated. Gamma evalua-
tion (24) was carried out using Medical Interactive Creative
Environment, version 0.3.0.209 (available at www.
gentleradiotherapy.se) (25) within the complete volumes,
MR scanner and field strength

GE Discovery, 750w 3.0T
GE Signa, PET/MR 3.0T
Siemens Aera 1.5T

r GE LightSpeed RT16 Siemens Skyra 3.0T

graphy.

http://www.gentleradiotherapy.se
http://www.gentleradiotherapy.se


Table 2 Scan protocol parameters for the T2-weighted MR
used for sCT generation

Parameter MR scan CT

Slice thickness (mm) 2.5-3.0 2.5-3.0
kV 120
Resolution x/y plane (mm) 1/1
Resolution x/y

plane (recon.) (mm)
0.44-0.88/0.44-0.88

Slice gap (mm) 0
Distortion correction On
Bandwidth 3T (Hz/pixel) 244-390
Bandwidth 1.5T (Hz/pixel) 215
FOV (mm) 448
No. of slices 88-100
Time to echo (ms) 96-98
Time to repetition (ms) 11,930-15,000
Flip angle (�) 130-160
Slice acquisition 2-Dimensional
Postprocessing Homogenization
Sequence type Spin echo

Abbreviations: CT Z computed tomography; FOV Z field of view;

kV Z kilovoltage; MR Z magnetic resonance; sCT Z synthetic CT.
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with a dose cutoff at 15% and within the planning target
volume using global gamma criteria of 3%/3 mm, 2%/
2 mm, and 1%/1 mm. The gamma calculations within
Table 3 Summary of the treatment planning techniques used
for all centers and patient-specific aspects for the 145 evaluated
patients

Parameter No. of patients

Target
Prostate 76
Prostate and vesicles 52
Prostate, vesicles, and iliac lymph nodes 17

Prescribed dose (Gy) � fractionation (Gy/fraction � fractions)
78 � 2 � 39 78
77 � 2.2 � 35 3
74 � 2 � 25 þ 3 � 8 2
72.5 � 2.5 � 29 3
66 � 3 � 22 18
63 � 3 � 21 3
50 � 2 � 25 25
45 � 3 � 15 5
28 � 2 � 14, boost plan 8

Treatment technique
IMRT 20
VMAT 107
Conventional, 3-field 18

Treatment planning system
Varian Eclipse 100
Elekta Oncentra MasterPlan 45

Calculation model
AAA 100
PB 45

Abbreviations: AAA Z anisotropic analytical algorithm;

IMRT Z intensity modulated radiation therapy; PB Z pencil beam;

VMAT Z volumetric modulated arc therapy.
MICE are implemented according to the method described
by Wendling et al (26).

Two 1-sided tests of equivalence for paired samples
(TOST-P) (27) were performed with an equivalence interval
of (�0.5%, 0.5%) for all evaluated DVH criteria at a 95%
confidence level. Dose criteria were evaluated as percent-
age of the prescribed dose and the volume criteria as
absolute volume difference in percentage units. Equiva-
lence testing is used to prove equality.

Differences in the external contour can arise owing to
repositioning between CT and MR, which affects the sCT
dose calculation and comparison. To investigate how dif-
ferences in the external contours between the CT and sCT
affected the dose comparison, a subset of patients (nZ28,
prescribed 78 Gy to the prostate, included at center 1) were
further evaluated using an sCT that was corrected to have the
same external contour as the CT. After the rigid registration
of the sCTandCT, the CTexternal contour was used to create
a new sCT external contour. Air inside of the new external
contour was replaced with water, and tissue outside the new
external contour was removed and replaced with air.
Results

All patients who were uploaded to MriPlanner had success-
fully generated sCTs, including patients who were subse-
quently excluded owing to deviations from the study protocol
(see below). The exclusions were due to operator fault or
incorrect inclusion of study participants. The software was
integrated into the current clinical workflows without mod-
ifications or any additional procedures. The mean (range)
bodymass index of the study populationwas 26.9 (18.0-37.7)
kg/m2, and median (range) age was 72 (56-87) years.

After inclusion a total of 25 patients had to be excluded
owing to 3-dimensional distortion correction inadvertently
being turned off (nZ12), the entire body contour was not
included inside the FOV (nZ4), limited FOV in slice
direction due to operator fault (nZ2), inclusion despite hip
implants noted after MR imaging (nZ2), extreme differ-
ence in rectum filling between MR and CT (nZ1), patient
included having been injected with an anatomy-distorting
gel between prostate and rectum (nZ1), extremely poor
image quality of MR image (nZ1), and patients imaged
without coil holder (nZ2), leaving a total of 145 patients
available for evaluation. Eight patients with nodal
involvement had an insufficient FOV in the slice direction
to cover the complete target. Their boost plans, covering
the prostate, were calculated. Figure 1 displays the height
and weight distribution of the study population.

The mean dose deviations between sCT and CT were
found to be very small, below 0.3% for all evaluated organs
and targets; for a complete DVH comparison, see Table 4.
With an equivalence interval of (�0.5%, 0.5%), the eval-
uated dose and volume points were shown to be equivalent
at a 95% confidence interval using the TOST-P procedure
described in reference 27. All P values were below 5e-7.
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The deviations between sCT and CT organ mean doses
ranged between �1.15% and 1.42% (Fig. 2a-d). The 4
centers showed similar results. Small differences were seen
Table 4 Mean dose deviation between sCT and CT

Parameter

Mean deviation sCT vs
CT (% of prescribed dose or

volume percentage difference) (1 SD

Body
Maximum 0.18 (0.79)

PTV
Mean 0.23 (0.42)
D99% 0.21 (0.50)
V95% 0.21 (0.65)

CTV
Mean 0.24 (0.44)
Minimum 0.21 (0.54)

Bladder*

Mean 0.04 (0.27)
Rectum
Mean 0.16 (0.42)
V90% 1.37 (3.56)
V75% 0.21 (2.74)
V65% 0.26 (1.99)

Femoral headsy

Mean 0.04 (0.18)
0.05 (0.19)

Maximum 0.05 (0.38)
0.07 (0.49)

Abbreviations: CT Z computed tomography; CTV Z clinical target volum

Total mean dose deviation between sCT and CT (145 patients). Deviations exp

D99%) or volume percentage difference (V95%, V90%, V75%, and V65%)

difference (right column). Volume change evaluated for patients prescribed 78 G

therapy of intermediate-risk localized Prostate Cancer protocol.

* One patient excluded owing to structure missing in the clinical plan.
y Results for 105 patients, exclusions due to structure not contoured in clin
between the prescriptions (ie, fractionation schemes found
in Table 3), with an SD below 0.2% for the mean dose
deviations.

The body-corrected sCTs showed smaller dose differ-
ences from the CT as compared with the original sCT for
the 28 patients evaluated. The mean dose differences
approached zero after correction. Standard deviations and
maximum differences decreased (Figs. 3a and 3b). Gamma
evaluation results are presented in Table 5 for the complete
study population and the body-corrected subpopulation.
Discussion

The present study investigated the accuracy and robustness
of a commercial software that enables the transition from a
multimodal CT-MR workflow to an MRI-only workflow for
external radiation therapy of prostate cancer. The MRI-only
treatment planning procedure described in this study re-
quires only minor changes in clinical routine, adding a
large FOV T2-weighted MRI sequence of approximately
5 minutes and discarding the CT examination altogether.

The study was performed at 4 different clinics, with
different clinical workflows, hardware, and software.
Treatment plans generated using sCT were dosimetrically
)

Mean deviation sCT vs
CT (absolute dose [Gy] or

volume percentage point difference) (1 SD)

0.13 (0.50)

0.16 (0.28)
0.14 (0.35)
0.20 (0.62)

0.17 (0.29)
0.14 (0.36)

0.03 (0.18)

0.10 (0.28)
0.18 (0.42)
0.03 (0.59)
0.04 (0.59)

0.03 (0.11)
0.03 (0.11)
0.03 (0.26)
0.06 (0.31)

e; PTV Z planning target volume; sCT Z synthetic CT.

ressed in percentage of prescribed dose (mean, maximum, minimum, and

(left column) and absolute change (in Gy) or volume percentage point

y, according to the conventional arm of the HYPO-fractionated radiation

ical routine.
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Fig. 2. (a-d) Individual center results. Deviations between synthetic computed tomography (sCT) and CT mean doses
(sCT � CT, % of prescribed dose) at the 4 included centers for planning target volume (PTV), clinical target volume (CTV),
femoral heads, bladder, and rectum.
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accurate as compared with CT. In general, the dose
differences observed between sCT- and CT-based plans
were small and were shown to be statistically equivalent on
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Fig. 3. (a, b) Body-corrected result. Results for 28
patients prescribed 78 Gy, evaluated with both an original
synthetic computed tomography (sCT) and a body-
corrected sCT compared with the CT. The original sCT/
CT comparison (a) and the body-corrected sCT/CT
comparison (b) for planning target volume (PTV), clinical
target volume (CTV), femoral heads, bladder, and rectum
mean doses (sCT � CT).
a 95% confidence level within �0.5%. The rectum volume
criteria displays a higher mean deviation compared with the
other OARs, which can be an influence of change in rectum
filling or the replacement of gas with soft tissue in the sCT
generation (21). A small systematic overshoot in Figure 2 is
seen along with outliers near 1.5% dose deviation. The
outliers were found to be patients with large outer body
contour differences. The MR was frequently found sys-
tematically smaller in the anterior-posterior direction
compared with the CT. This causes a higher sCT dose after
recalculation. We hypothesize that this is an effect of the
longer examination time of the MR compared with the CT.
The study sequence was positioned at the end of the MR
protocol for most patients, after an approximately 30- to
40-minute scan time. Patient relaxation could presumably
cause the patients’ anterior-posterior thickness to decrease
and increase in the left-right direction, which was also seen
in the data. In contrast to the MR examination, the CT
examination is fast, and the patients are often more tense.
The results indicate that the differences in patient external
contour influence the dose comparison considerably, and
after correcting for patient outline differences the differ-
ences are negligible. Hence, disparities in patient position
are likely to be a major contributor in the small dose dif-
ferences seen in our results. The differences in external
patient contour also affected the gamma evaluation, but the
results are still well within clinical acceptance criteria.

Previous studies on MRI-only prostate radiation therapy
report results similar to ours. Commercially available
MRCAT (MR for Calculating ATtenuation, Phillips



Table 5 Gamma evaluation

Parameter 3%/3 mmg 2%/2 mmg 1%/1 mmg

Original sCT, complete study population (NZ145)
PTV 99.99 (0.06) 99.97 (0.13) 98.28 (4.58)
Total 99.62 (0.36) 99.12 (0.63) 97.69 (1.26)
>15% 99.66 (0.42) 99.30 (0.68) 97.94 (1.35)

Subpopulation (nZ28), body-corrected sCT/original sCT
PTV 100.00 (0.00)/100.00 (0.00) 99.98 (0.09)/100.00 (0.00) 99.64 (1.70)/97.82 (3.96)
Total 100.00 (0.00)/99.72 (0.28) 100.00 (0.01)/99.38 (0.38) 99.50 (0.45)/98.24 (0.79)
>15% 100.00 (0.00)/99.79 (0.29) 100.00 (0.01)/99.59 (0.42) 99.96 (0.14)/98.43 (0.98)

Abbreviations: PTV Z planning target volume; sCT Z synthetic computed tomography.

Values in parentheses are 1 SD.
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Healthcare, Vantaa, Finland) was reported to produce
treatment plans with dose differences CT-sCT of 0.25%
(0.17% SD) to the planning target volume and 0.42%
(0.50% SD) for organs at risk (28). In that study the entire
study population (nZ13) was corrected for differences in
patient external contour using an approach similar to the
one presented in our study for the body-corrected subpop-
ulation. A key difference between the method described in
our study and MRCAT is that the latter is vendor specific.
Other methods have been presented in the literature, also
showing very high accuracy, but these are, to our knowl-
edge, still in development or single-center use (12, 20, 29).

This study aimed at verifying the MRI-only method in a
situation as close as possible to the clinical environment,
without extensive corrections of the sCT data, to find the
worst-case differences between the CT- and MR-based
workflows. Because the MR and CT images were acquired
at different occasions, ranging from 30 minutes to 1 day
apart depending on the clinic, changes in internal anatomy
were inevitable. The repositioning of the patient between
modalities will also introduce differences in the external
anatomy. Such differences could have been corrected for by
using deformable registration, which is an approach that
has been used previously (21). We opted to not employ
such methods to preserve the integrity of the input data as
much as possible. Therefore, the dose differences presented
in our study are composed of actual errors in Hounsfield
unit conversion as well as differences in patient anatomy
and possible geometric distortions (remaining after
correction) in the input MR data. Our study uses the con-
ventional MR/CT workflow as a reference and recalculates
the dose on the sCT for comparison. Another strategy
would be to create a treatment plan optimized on the sCT
for comparison against the CT, a method that has been
shown to differ very little from our method (30, 31).

In this work the dosimetric accuracy in the MRI-only
workflow is of primary interest. However, other important
aspects of the treatment are also affected by removing the
CT images, primarily patient positioning. Because many
prostate cancer patients are positioned using implanted gold
fiducials, configuration of suitable marker localization
sequences that can be acquired in immediate succession to
the sequence used for sCT generation is important. To
achieve a workflow with improved geometric accuracy
compared with the CT/MR workflow, the uncertainty in the
fiducial marker localization cannot exceed the MR-CT
registration uncertainty. A future improvement would be to
develop markers that are visible directly on the treatment
planning sequence. Further, it would be of importance to
the MRI-only workflow to integrate automatic fiducial
detection (32). If markers are not used, the sCT should
work well for matching against cone-beam CT scans and
orthogonal X rays or megavoltage portal images, earlier
demonstrated (33). The geometric fidelity of the sCT im-
ages will be investigated for such purpose in a future study.

In the implementation of MRI-only, it becomes crucial
to ensure properly executed MRI procedures. Exclusions in
this study were mainly due to improper inclusion or oper-
ator fault, which could be captured at an early stage with
proper MR quality assurance (QA) procedures and staff
training. Eight patients had insufficient target coverage in
the slice direction. This was a consequence of the study
design. The extra acquisition time allowed for adding on
the sCT sequence to the protocol was restricted to
approximately 5 minutes. In this time frame the necessary
number of slices to cover the entire target volume for the 8
patients could not be acquired. This specific issue will not
be the case in an actual MRI-only environment, with a
dedicated MRI-only protocol. Education and training are
important parts of the implementation process of MRI-only
and are necessary to avoid operator fault at the MR scanner.
Mistakes, such as an inadvertently turned-off 3-dimensional
correction, could be prevented by staff training and work-
ing documents. Automatic control of the MR parameters at
the MR scanner could be a possible method to detect
erroneous parameter settings. This would not prevent
operator faults, although it would be detected at an early
stage of the process. Although no serious errors in sCT
generation could be found in this study, a routine to detect
potential errors is still needed. A simple sanity check of the
Hounsfield unit distribution would probably be sufficient,
or the use of patient-specific QA if a higher level of
certainty is desirable. Methods for such QA procedures are
an important part of MRI-only and should be developed and
tested thoroughly before an implementation of the
technique can be considered completed.
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When the registration step between the treatment plan-
ning CT and MR images is eliminated, an important
uncertainty is removed. The small differences found
between CT- and sCT-based dose calculations in the present
study must be set in contrast to the total uncertainty in
radiation therapy. When considering the complete work-
flow, including uncertainties in beam calibration, relative
dosimetry, dose calculations, and dose delivery, the Inter-
national Commission on Radiation Protection states an
estimated standard uncertainty of 5% in a clinical setup
(34). The added uncertainty of a synthetically generated
dose calculation image, shown in our study to differ only by
fractions of a percent from CT-based dose calculations, is
likely negligible in comparison to the total uncertainty. The
dose differences presented in our study are well within
previously published criterion of reliable MRI-only dose
calculations (31). Furthermore, most of the dose difference
is likely to stem from the difficulty in comparing images
acquired at different occasions and not from the actual sCT
conversion in itself, analogous to comparing fractional
doses on cone-beam CTs in the traditional workflow.

Conclusions

In conclusion, the MR-OPERA study shows that an MRI-
only treatment planning workflow using MriPlanner soft-
ware is dosimetrically accurate and robust for a variety of
vendors, field strengths, and treatment techniques. The
differences observed between CT and sCT dose distribution
are small, and when compared with other uncertainties in
radiation therapy they are negligible. The suggested method
will allow implementation of an MRI-only workflow for
external prostate radiation therapy in most clinics.
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